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ABSTRACT
We show that a typical star is unlikely to migrate from its galacto-centric radius of
birth by more than about 5% over its lifetime. Radial migration, or a secular change
in a star’s angular momentum, is caused by stochastic scattering by spiral waves and
by dense gas complexes. The expected change in angular momentum is related to the
radial action acquired by the star from these processes and is consequently limited
by the measured radial velocity dispersion within the disk. Our conclusion conflicts
with recent claims that the solar system was formed some 2 kpc interior to its present
position, which were advanced to account for abundance anomalies in the Sun and solar
system dust in the context of a well-mixed and steadily polluting ISM. We suggest
that abundance variations in nearby stars reflect intrinsic scatter in the metallicity of
the ISM at any one galacto-centric radius and time.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As stars move through a galactic disk, their orbits evolve.
The orbits of young stars resemble those of the dense gas
clouds in which they are born: i.e. they move on rather
nearly circular orbits that rarely stray more than ∼ 40 pc
from the equatorial plane. As time goes on, there is a ten-
dency for stellar orbits to become more eccentric and more
inclined to the equatorial plane. This orbital drift, which is
the origin of the correlation between the mean age of stel-
lar groups and their principal velocity dispersions, has been
studied many times both observationally (Wielen 1977; Ed-
vardsson et al. 1993, Dehnen & Binney 1998) and theoreti-
cally (Spitzer & Schwarzschild 1953; Wielen 1977; Carlberg
& Sellwood 1985; Binney & Lacey 1988; Jenkins & Binney
1990; Jenkins 1992) and can be considered to be quite well
understood. Viewed macroscopically, a combination of spiral
waves and massive molecular clouds causes the stellar disk
to get hotter.
As well as getting hotter, one expects the disk to become
more metal rich as dying stars throw newly formed heavy el-
ements into the interstellar medium (ISM). The enrichment
of the disk proceeds fastest at small galactocentric radii,
with the result that the metallicity of the ISM decreases out-
wards (Shaver et al. 1983; Vilchez & Esteban, 1996). Hence
metal enrichment has two observational consequences that
have been most thoroughly quantified by Edvardsson et al.
(1993). First, older stars tend to be more metal-poor than
younger ones. Second, for a given age, the metallicity of a
star tends to be a decreasing function of the radius at which
it was born.
The Sun is on an unusually circular orbit for a star of
its age (4.5 Gyr), with guiding centre about 200 pc outside
R0 and pericentre about 140 pc inside R0. Wielen, Fuchs &
Dettbarn (1996; hereafter WFD) note that the Sun is not
only more metal-rich than the average nearby star of compa-
rable age by 0.17 dex, but actually more metal-rich than the
present-day local ISM (as represented by the Orion molecu-
lar cloud). In view of the metallicity gradient within the disk,
this finding is surprising. WFD explain it by postulating that
the Sun was born at galactocentric radius ∼ (R0 − 2 kpc),
where the mean metallicity may have been as high as solar
4.5 Gyr ago. They argue that shifts in guiding-centre radius
large enough to reconcile their proposed birthplace of the
Sun with its present orbit are not unusual.
Clayton (1997) exploits the large shifts in guiding-centre
radius proposed by WFD to explain another puzzling phe-
nomenon. As the disk ages, the isotopes 29Si and 30Si, which
are secondary, should become more abundant relative to
28Si, which is primary. Dust grains that were formed be-
fore the solar system have been identified in meteorites, and
measurements of the relative abundances of the three Si iso-
topes (Hoppe et al. 1994a,b) confirm the theoretical pre-
diction (Clayton, 1988; Timmes & Clayton, 1996) that the
abundance ratios n(29Si)/n(28Si) and n(30Si)/n(28Si) should
be tightly correlated in a positive sense. Three problems
mar the beauty of the observed correlation: the slope of the
correlation differs from that expected; the Sun’s ratios are
barely compatible with the correlation; and the measured
ratios indicate that the majority of presolar grains formed
from material that was substantially more heavily processed,
nucleosynthetically, than that for which the Sun formed.
Clayton (1997) points out that this last finding is similar
to the metal-richness of the Sun relative to the local ISM
because it implies that material that left the ISM at some
time prior to the formation of the Sun, somehow experienced
more nucleosynthesis than material that stayed in the ISM,
and continued to be enriched, right up to the formation of
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the Sun. Clayton further argues that the large changes in
guiding-centre radius proposed by WFD could explain the
Si isotope ratios in presolar grains by making it credible that
they formed from material that had been enriched by stars
that themselves formed ∼ 2 kpc interior to the birthplace of
the Sun.
In this paper we use rather general arguments to show
that changes in guiding-centre radius of the size proposed
by WFD and Clayton (1997) are strongly excluded by the
observed rate at which the Galactic disk is heating. Section
2 reviews the theory of disk heating. In Section 2.1 we de-
rive a remarkably simple relationship between changes in
the epicycle energies and angular momenta of stars that are
effected by spiral waves, while in Section 2.2 we show that
scattering of stars by molecular clouds is important only for
the vertical motion of stars, and does not materially disturb
the relation established in Section 2.1. It follows that few if
any stars near the Sun will have changed their guiding-centre
radii by more than 400 pc. Section 3 shows that the Sun’s
location in the three-dimensional space spanned by epicycle
energy, metallicity and age is by no means exceptional, and
explores the degree to which the Sun and the Orion nebula
have anomalous metallicities. We find that if, as is usually
supposed, the observed scatter in the metallicity of the ISM
at a given radius is dominated by observational error, the
O abundances of both the Sun and Orion are hard to com-
prehend. We conclude that the data make sense only if the
observed scatter in the metallicity of the ISM is substan-
tially real, and the ISM has had fairly constant metallicity
since the birth of the Sun.
2 DISK HEATING
Observationally, random velocities perpendicular to the
plane increase roughly in step with those within the plane
[e.g., Fig. 10.20 of Binney & Merrifield (1998)]. This fact,
together with the axis ratio of the velocity ellipsoid, cannot
be accounted for either by spiral wave heating or by cloud
scattering acting alone, but only by a combination of both.
To a first approximation, spiral waves increase only the
component of random motion within the galactic plane. De-
flection of stellar orbits by giant molecular clouds (GMCs),
on the other hand, can convert the energy of in-plane pe-
culiar motion to vertical oscillation energy and vice versa.
Hence scattering by GMCs can readily establish an equi-
librium between motions in and perpendicular to the plane
(Lacey 1984). However, the axis ratio of the velocity ellip-
soid expected if cloud scattering were to have established
equilibrium in this manner disagrees with that observed;
in particular, the vertical dispersion should be intermediate
between the radial and azimuthal dispersions, whereas it is
found to be the smallest.
Thus one is led to the picture in which in-plane random
motion is increased largely by spiral activity while relatively
inefficient GMC scattering allows both in-plane and verti-
cal dispersions to grow with time without estabilishing the
equilibrium axis ratio. Jenkins & Binney (1990) were able
to determine the relative importance of star-cloud and star-
wave scattering by matching the observed axis ratio of the
velocity ellipsoid.
We now describe these two scattering process in more
detail.
2.1 Star-wave scattering
Lynden-Bell & Kalnajs (1972) showed that the epicycle en-
ergy, ER, and angular momentum, L, of a star can be per-
manently changed by a spiral wave only if the star is in
resonance with the wave.?Zhang (1999) has claimed that
additional scattering takes place in a “collisionless shock”
as stars pass through spiral arms. We do not find this claim
convincing. The relationship between changes in ER and L
for stars that are in resonance can be determined as follows.
In the rotating frame of the spiral perturbation there is an
‘energy’ invariant, Jacobi’s integral EJ , which is defined as
[Binney & Tremaine (1987; hereafter BT) eq. (3-88)]
EJ = E − ΩpL, (1)
where E is the energy of the star in a non-rotating frame
and Ωp is the pattern speed of the non-axisymmetric per-
turbation. Hence, changes in energy and angular momentum
are related by
∆E = Ωp∆L. (2)
We now determine how much of the energy increment
∆E appears as random motion rather than energy associ-
ated with circular motion. If JR is any parameter that quan-








If JR is chosen to be the ‘radial action’, the partial deriva-
tives in this expression become the angular frequencies, ωR
and Ω, of a star’s radial and azimuthal motion [BT eq. (3-
150a)]. In the epicycle approximation, ωR = κ the classical
epicycle frequency, JR is simply ER/κ, and the radial kinetic












While changes in L at corotation (Ω = Ωp) do not cause
changes in JR, those away from corotation do. Moreover,
changes in L at corotation are associated with the excitation
of density waves, which carry angular momentum towards
the Lindblad resonances. Consequently, all angular momen-
tum changes at corotation are balanced by equal changes at
a Lindblad resonance and thus indirectly cause changes to
JR.
We now show that changes in JR manifest themselves
as irreversible heating of the disk, which can be constrained
observationally. We consider a large number of statistically
independent changes in the angular momentum of a partic-
ular star. Each change is of characteristic magnitude ∆L
and occurs at either a Lindlad resonance or corotation with
roughly equal probability. We first calculate the cummula-
tive effect of changes that occur at Lindblad resonance and
then add the contribution from corotation.
For a star to be in Lindblad resonance with an m-armed
spiral, its frequencies must satisfy [e.g. BT eq. (3-122)]
ωR = ±m(Ωp − Ω), (6)
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where the upper sign applies at the outer Lindblad reso-
nance (OLR) and the lower sign applies at the inner res-
onance (ILR). Combining equations (5) and (6) we obtain
the pleasingly simple result
∆JR = ∓ 1
m
∆L (Lindblad resonance). (7)
Here the upper sign applies if the star lies at ILR (Ω > Ωp)
and the lower sign applies at OLR. This relation is exact
for nearly circular orbits, and remains the dominant term
for moderately eccentric orbits where higher resonances also
contribute (Lynden-Bell & Kalnajs 1972).
Since JR is inherently non-negative, a succession of un-
correlated resonant spiral waves will cause it to increase on
the average. If the star is equally likely to lie at ILR or OLR,
the star’s L coordinate will execute a random walk with zero
mean. Consequently, after any number of spirals the sum of
the changes in L at Lindblad resonance will certainly be no




< m 〈∆JR〉 . (8)
To the changes in L experienced at Lindblad resonance we
must add a roughly equal number of changes eperienced
at corotation. Adding these changes in quadrature, because
they are associated with independent waves, we conclude







2m 〈∆JR〉 . (9)
Stars are born on nearly circular orbits for which JR ' 0,






















where Rg is the star’s guiding-centre radius, given by L =
Rgvc(Rg). For an approximately flat rotation curve the cor-














Numerical simulations (Sellwood & Carlberg, 1984) show
that spiral patterns are predominantly of low order in m,
even when the swing amplifier could in principle amplify
high-m modes. Moreover, high values of m do not couple
to stars with significantly eccentric orbits. Hence we adopt
m = 2 and with vR,max = 50 kms
−1 and vc = 220 km s
−1
find that that ∆R < 0.05R or ∼ 400 pc at the Solar radius.
This is very much in the nature of an upper limit since we
have completely neglected the cancellation of changes in L
that occur at inner- and outer-Lindblad resonance. (To go
beyond this upper limit on ∆R one would have to set up and
solve a non-trivial two-dimensional diffusion equation that
would deal properly with the bias of ∆JR towards positive
values even when ∆L has zero mean.)
2.2 Star-cloud scattering
For small radial oscillations, there is a convenient expression
for a star’s epicycle energy in terms of the components uR
and uφ of its velocity with respect to the local standard of






where γ = 2Ω/κ. Small oscillations of a star perpendicular




u2z + Ψ(R, z), (13)
where Ψ is an effective gravitational potential. Following
Spitzer & Schwarzschild (1953) we consider stars to be scat-
tered in the impulse approximation, in which the scattering
is complete in a distance small compared to the smallest
distance over which the Galactic potential changes signifi-
cantly. In this approximation we have

















When a star encounters a massive object such as a GMC
or a star cluster, the recoil of the object is negligible and it
is natural to study the encounter in the frame of reference in
which the scatterer is stationary throughout the encounter.
If, moreover, the scatterer is moving on a circular orbit,
this preferred reference frame is a steadily rotating one, and




|v|2 + Φeff (r), (15)
where v is the star’s velocity in the cloud’s rotating frame
and Φeff is the sum of the gravitational and centrifugal po-
tentials. Since we are treating encounters in the impulse ap-
proximation, we may neglect the change in Φeff between the
in- and the out-states of the scattering event, and conclude
from the invariance of EJ that the scattering merely redi-
rects the velocity of the star in the rotating frame without
changing its magnitude v. Moreover, at the radius of the
cloud, u = v. We have therefore
0 = ∆u2 = 2uR∆uR + (∆uR)
2
+ 2uφ∆uφ + (∆uφ)
2 + 2uz∆uz + (∆uz)
2.
(16)
Comparing this with equation (14) and noting that ∆L =
R∆uφ, we obtain














ER + Ez), (18)















Comparing this result with equation (7) for uφ ∼< 50/γ kms−1,
we see that star-cloud encounters are about three times more
effective at changing L for a given increment in random ve-
locity.













. Here angle brackets imply averages over
all encounters for a star that has ER/Ez ∼> 1 and an epicy-
cle radius that is not large compared with the typical radial
